Master of Science in Computer Science & Software Engineering

Final Examination Schedule

Please join us on the following days for CSSE Masters candidates capstone presentations

MONDAY, JUNE 1ST

Hung Ho (Advisor: Dr. Fukuda)
Asynchronous and Automatic Migration of Agents in MASS library
10:00-11:30am; Disco 464

Zalak Shah (Advisor: Dr. Kim)
Discovery of Network Motif using MapReduce in HDFS
11:30-1:00pm; Disco 464

WEDNESDAY, JUNE 3RD

Zachary Brownell (Advisor: Dr. Fukuda)
Critical MASS: Performance and programmability evaluation of MASS (Multi-Agent Spatial Simulation) and hybrid Open MP/MPI
2:00-4:00pm; UW1 103

THURSDAY, JUNE 4TH

Kriti Gupta (Advisor: Dr. Erdly)
Tribal Education Network (TEN): Front End and System Integration
10:00-11:30am; Disco 464

Bohao She (Advisor: Dr. Olson)
What2Print: an Image Evaluation System
1:00-2:30pm; Disco 464

TUESDAY, JUNE 9TH

Rajneet Dhanju (Advisor: Dr. Erdly)
Tribal Education Network (TEN): Back-end tools and architecture
12:00-1:30pm; UW1 103

Joshua Lo (Advisor: Dr. Kochanski)
Running Lean with “The Enhanced Podcast Platform”
1:30-3:00pm; UW1 103
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